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The channel matrix of the commonly used uniform circular array-based orbital
angular momentum (UCA-OAM) system reaches the full-rank state when the
degree of freedom (DoF) is limited only by the number of UCA antenna elements.
The rank of the channel matrix of the UCA-OAM system is equal to DoF under this
condition. However, the practical DoF of the UCA-OAM system is always affected
by other transmission factors, such as the transmission distance and the radius of
the receiving antenna. Therefore, by exploiting the practical DoF of the UCA-OAM
system affected by the transmission distance and the radii of the receiving antenna
and transmission antenna, a novel channel capacity model of the UCA-OAM
communication system with a deficient-rank channel (DRC) matrix is first
proposed. Moreover, the formulas of the channel matrix and channel capacity
for the DRC matrix are analytically derived. The results of numerical simulations
indicate that when the practical transmission factors including transmission
distance and radii of the receiving antenna and transmission antenna are
considered, the UCA-OAM communication system with the DRC matrix has
less channel capacity than that with the full-rank channel (FRC) matrix. These
simulated results provide helpful guidance on the practical application of the
UCA-OAM communication system.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid progress in 5G deployment, the focus of wireless research is increasingly
shifting to 6G [1]. The goal of 5G systems is to provide a peak data rate of 10 Gbps per user
[2], while 6G is expected to increase the capacity by 10–100 times more than 5G [3]. Three
key services offered by 6G, truly immersive XR, high-fidelity mobile holograms, and digital
twins, bring huge capacity requirements. Therefore, how to meet the massive capacity
demand brought by 6G communication applications has become an urgent research
direction for 6G202 [40]. Orbital angular momentum (OAM), as a novel mode division
multiplexing [4, 5], shows great potential in increasing capacity, so OAM-based wireless
communication technology has attracted widespread attention as a candidate technology
for 6G.

Angular momentum (AM) is one of the basic physical properties of electromagnetic
waves, and the angular momentum of a general near-axis beam can be decomposed into spin
angular momentum (SAM) and OAM [6, 7]. OAM is characterized by electromagnetic
waves with a spiral phase plane in the direction of propagation. Allen et al. [8] found that
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Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) beams with a phase distribution of eilφ

carry OAM, where φ is the azimuth and l is the OAM mode (l is an
unbounded integer), whose absolute value represents the number of
phase changes from 0 to 2π in a spiral period. Beams with different
OAM modes are orthogonal to each other and can be multiplexed
along the same beam axis to transmit multiple coaxial data streams
[9-13]. Therefore, this multiplexing technology based on OAM can
potentially improve the capacity and spectral efficiency of millimeter
wave wireless communication systems [14, 15] first demonstrated
experimentally that it is possible to propagate and use the properties
of twisted incoherent radio waves to simultaneously transmit to
infinity more radio channels with the same frequency band by
encoding them in different OAM modes. [16] employed OAM
multiplexing technology for terabit free-space data transmission,
and the results of the study demonstrated that OAM is a new degree
of freedom (DoF) that can increase the capacity of free-space
communication. [14] used four independent OAM beams, each
polarized by two polarization states, to achieve 32-Gbits−1 mm wave
communication with a transmission link of 2.5 m and a spectral
efficiency of 16 bits−1Hz−1. The combination of OAM multiplexing
and traditional spatial multiplexing is used to achieve a 16-Gbits−1

mm wave link with a transmission distance of 1.8 m [17].
Next, we focus on wireless communication with a uniform

circular array-based OAM (UCA-OAM) system. The antenna
elements in UCAs are provided with the same input signal, but
there is a continuous phase delay from the antenna unit to the
antenna element, such that the phase increases by an integer
multiple of 2π after a full circle. By associating an 8 × 8 UCA to
8 × 8 Butler matrix, one can generate waves carrying eight different
OAMmodes simultaneously and independently and, thus, multiplex
signals at the same frequency and polarization [18]. Since radio
waves with OAM characteristics have been generated using antenna
arrays consisting of concentric UCAs [4, 5], UCA-OAM systems
have become increasingly widely used. The spatial transmission
characteristics of OAM beams in OAM-multiplexed transmission
systems and the channel capacity under different receiving array
configurations are analyzed, and the simulation results show that as
the transmission distance and OAM module order increase, the
divergence of the OAM beam becomes larger [19]. When the
physical layer security theory is applied to the multi-mode OAM
system based on UCA, the system using the vortex wave is superior
to the conventional communication system using the plane
electromagnetic wave in terms of safety [20, 21] demonstrated
that OAM-based multiple-input–multiple-output (OAM-MIMO)
multiplexing systems using multiple UCAs successfully achieved
120 Gbps wireless data transmission over a distance of 10 m in the
28 GHz band. Both OAM and MIMO provide physical freedom for
multiplexing, and the two physical resources are independent of
each other. Hence, the spectral efficiency can be further improved by
combining OAM and MIMO [20, 21]. To further improve spectral
efficiency, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has recently
been introduced in OAM-MIMO systems [22-24].

Nevertheless, the aforementioned studies are based on the
assumption that each channel matrix is full rank, but in practical
MIMO scenarios, the channel matrix is not full rank because of the
poor scattering environment for channel capture [25, 26]. In
addition, for OAM-based communications, the channel matrix
cannot reach full rank due to propagation divergence of the

OAM-carrying beams [27]. As we all know, the rank of a
channel matrix plays an important role in the evaluation of
UCA-OAM systems. However, when the UCA-OAM
communication systems are limited by the actual transmission
conditions, the rank of the channel matrix is less than the
number of Tx (Rx) UCA antennas, i.e., deficient-rank channel
(DRC) matrix. By far, the channel capacity analysis of the UCA-
OAM system based on the DRC matrix is an unexplored area of
research, as this topic is much more complicated and limited by the
actual transmission conditions.

Motivated by the aforementioned facts, we strive to study the
UCA-OAM system with the DRC matrix in order to analyze its
actual performances. Our goal is to obtain the capacity performance
of UCA-OAM systems with the DRC matrix considering the actual
transmission conditions. To this end, we use Laguerre–Gaussian
beams to represent the OAM beams, as vector antenna arrays can
generate radio beams, which exhibit spin and orbital angular
momentum characteristics similar to those of helical LG beams
in paraxial optics [4].

In this paper, we propose a UCA-OAM system with the DRC
matrix. The performance of the UCA-OAM system with the DRC
matrix is analyzed by calculating the capacity. Specifically, the
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

1) We propose the practical DoF which is affected by transmission
distance and the radii of the receiving antenna and transmission
antenna.

2) When the practical DoF of the UCA-OAM system affected by
practical transmission factors is considered, we establish the
relationship between the practical DoF and the rank of the
DRC matrix, and the formulas of the DRC matrix and
capacity for the DRC matrix are analytically derived. In
addition, the capacity of the UCA-OAM system with the
DRC matrix is simulated for performance evaluation.

3) Compared with the ideal UCA-OAM system with the full-rank
channel (FRC) matrix, the transmission distance and frequency
factors have a deeper impact on the proposed UCA-OAM system
with the DRC matrix. The results of numerical simulations
indicate that when the practical transmission factors including
transmission distance and the radii of the receiving antenna and
transmission antenna are considered, the UCA-OAM
communication system with the DRC matrix has less capacity
than that of the UCA-OAM communication system with the
FRC matrix.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the system
model and principle of the UCA-OAM system with the DRC matrix
are introduced in Section 2. The simulation results are given in
Section 3. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 4.

2 System model

In this paper, we consider a UCA-OAM system using the Butler
matrix. Figure 1 shows the UCA-OAM system, where the
transmitter end and the receiver end have a UCA with the M ×
M Butler matrix and a UCA with the N × N Butler matrix,
respectively. For the convenience of calculation, in this paper, we
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assume M = N. The system can simultaneously and independently
generate electromagnetic waves with M different OAM modes with
the same frequency [18]. As can be seen from Figure 1, the
transmission (Tx) UCA has M equidistant antenna elements, and
the reception (Rx) UCA has N equidistant antenna elements around
the beam axis. The radii of Tx UCA and Rx UCA are RT = aλ and
RR = βaλ, respectively. The propagating distance is D = baλ, where β
and b represent the scale of Rx aperture and link distance compared
with the Tx aperture, respectively. λ is the wavelength. Here, it is
noteworthy that the center of Tx UCA is aligned with that of Rx
UCA, and D is large enough to make the Fresnel approximation
effective.

2.1 Multiplexing/demultiplexing of
information-carrying OAM beams

The OAM beams can be generated by attaching the incremental
phases to M equidistant antennas of Tx UCA. The phase shifts
φm � 2π(m−1)

M , which is the azimuthal angle of Tx UCA
corresponding to the mth antenna element, can be generated by
using a column of the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT).
With such a Tx UCA arrangement, the vector potential of the array
is expressed as [5, 28]

U r,φ, θ( ) � αt
4π

∑M
m�0

eilφm ∫ eik r−rm′| |
r − rm′
∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣dVm′

� αt
4π

∑M
m�1

eilφm
eik r−rm| |

r − rm| |
≈

αt
4π

eikr

r
∑M
m�0

e−i k.rm−lφm( )

≈
Mαtj

−leikr

4πr
Jl kRT sin θ( )eilφ

� Al r( ). exp ilφ( ),

(1)

where αt is the combination of all constants relative to each Tx
antenna element, j is the constant current density vector, i is the
imaginary unit, k is the wave vector, rm � RT(x̂ cosφm + ŷ sinφ m),
and RT � |rm|. The far-field approximations are |r − rm| ≈ r − r̂ .rm
for phases and |r − rm| ≈ r for amplitudes [29], and Jl (.) is the
l-order Bessel function of the first kind.

When signal S(t) is transmitted, the information-carrying OAM
beam US(r, φ, t) can be described as [16]

US r,φ, t( ) � S t( ).Al r( ). exp ilφ( ). (2)
Generally, at the receiver end, the phase distribution of exp

(−ilφ) is used to demodulate the information-carrying
OAM beam US(r, φ, t), and the original signal S(t) can be
obtained.

Based on Eq. 2, the multiplexing of information-carrying OAM
beams with M OAM modes is expressed as

UMUX r,φ, t( ) � ∑M
m�1

Sm t( ).Alm r( ). exp ilmφ( ), (3)

where Alm(r) can be identical or distinct for different m (m = 0,
1,2, . . . ,M), and OAM beams are superimposed spatially. Because
each beam has a different OAM mode, each OAM beam has its
independent data information. This multiplexing can be
demultiplexed into pure OAM modes by DFT at the receiver
end. In particular, the multiplexing of M information-carrying
OAM beams UMUX (r, φ, t) can be demultiplexed by integrating
the complex field vector weighted with exp (−ilmφ) along a circle
C around the beam axis, and the integration is approximated by
executing DFT to the outputs of Rx UCA with N antenna
elements [4]. Hence, the demultiplexing of M information-
carrying OAM beams at the RX UCA end can be written as
[30, 31]

FIGURE 1
System model and architecture of UCA-OAM.
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UDEMUX r, φ, t( ) � ∑N
n�1

∑M
m�1

Sm t( ).Am r( ). exp ilmφ( )( )
n

× exp −il′2π
N

n( )
≈ ∮

C

∑M
m�1

Sm t( ).Am r( ). exp ilmφ( ). exp −il′φ( )dφ
� ∮

C

∑M
m�1

Sm t( ).Am r( ). exp i lm − l′( )φ( )dφ
� Sm t( ).Am r( ), l′ � lm

0, l′ ≠ lm
{

,

(4)
where (.)n represents the field component detected by the nth (n =
1,2,. ., N) RX antenna element. Notably, choosing a different value of
the OAM mode l′, the desired original signal from the OAM
multiplexing beams UMUX (r, φ, t) can be obtained, and this is
the OAM demultiplexing [16].

2.2 The practical DoF of a UCA-OAM system

To study the performance of a UCA-OAM system with the
DRC matrix, we need to use the concept of DoF of an OAM
wireless communication channel. In OAM wireless
communications, DoF can be defined as the total number of
OAM modes that can be transmitted on a wireless channel to
carry the information signals [32]. OAM multiplexing has long
been conceived to support infinite DoFs and an infinite channel
capacity for free-space line-of-sight communication in radio
frequency (RF) channels [32]. However, in the practical OAM
system, DoF is usually limited by the transmitter size, receiver size,
and propagation distance [27, 32, 33]. Compared with
conventional antenna arrays, the number of UCA antenna
elements has an additional impact on transmitted OAM modes:
it determines the maximum OAMmodes that can be generated by
UCA [4]. In the limitation of the number of Tx UCA antenna
elements, the transmitted OAMmodal set A is expressed as [4, 34]

A � l ∈ Z|2 −M

2
≤ l≤

M

2
{ }, (5)

where Z is the set of all integers. Clearly, based on Eq. 5, the DoF of
the UCA-OAM system is M. Considering the FRC matrix to
evaluate the performance of UCA-OAM systems, the transmitted
OAM modes are in the range of 2−M

2 − M
2 , which is the same as the

transmitted OAM modal set A [35]. Obviously, the evaluation of
UCA-OAM systems with the FRCmatrix only considers the effect of
UCA antenna elements on the DoF of UCA-OAM systems. When
we consider not only the influence of the number of UCA antenna
elements on the DoF of UCA-OAM systems but also the influence of
transmitter size, receiver size, and propagation distance on the DoF
of UCA-OAM systems, the channel matrix of UCA-OAM
communication systems may not be in the full-rank state.

The vector antenna arrays can generate radio beams which
exhibit spin and orbital angular momentum characteristics
similar to those of helical LG beams in paraxial optics [4].
Moreover, LG modes are the most common and proven well-
defined OAM modes [32]. Based on this, we choose to use the
LG mode to describe the OAM mode generated by UCA.

The practical DoF of UCA-OAM systems under the limits of
transmitter size, receiver size, and propagation distance is defined as
[27, 32, 33]

NOAM ≜max
ω0

# lp ∈ Z × Z≥0|rlp 0( )≤RT, r
l
p D( )≤RR{ }, (6)

whereZ≥0 is the set of all non-negative integers and #{.} is the size of
a set. rlp(z) is the beam size of the lpth LG mode, ω0 is the beam waist
radius of the LG beam at z = 0 [36, 37], and p is the order of the Laguerre
polynomial, i.e., the Laguerre polynomial is 0 when p = 0.

The beam size of any LG mode is described as [37]

σp z( )lp � ω z( )
���������
2p + l| | + 1

√
, (7)

where ω(z) � ω0

�������
1 + ( z

zR
)2

√
is the beam waist radius of the radio

vortex wave at the propagation distance z, where zR � πω2
0

λ is the
Rayleigh distance. Approximately, one can accept

rlp z( ) ≈ σp z( )lp. (8)

Based on the definition in Eq. 6, the index pairs lp satisfy the
following two rules:

ω 0( )
���������
2p + l| | + 1

√
≤RT, (9)

ω D( )
���������
2p + l| | + 1

√
≤RR. (10)

One denotes K � ���������
2p + |l| + 1

√
, and K must be maximized by

choosing an optimal ω(0) value. Making use of RT = aλ, RR = βaλ,
and ω(z) � ω0

�������
1 + ( z

zR
)2

√
, Kmax is obtained [27, 32, 33].

Kmax � aπ
�����
β2 − 1

√ /b, β≥
�
2

√
,

aπβ2/ 2b( ), β< �
2

√
.

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (11)

By calculating the number of index pairs of lp following
2p + |l| + 1≤Kmax, the transmitted OAM modal set B under the
limits of transmitter size, receiver size, and propagation distance can
be determined. For the convenience of calculation, we assume p = 0
in this paper, and the transmitted OAM modal set B is expressed as

B � l ∈ Z| l| | + 1≤Kmax,{ }. (12)
Based on Eq. 12, the practical DoF of the UCA-OAM system under
the limits of transmitter size, receiver size, and propagation distance,
i.e., NOAM, is obtained. Obviously, the value of DoF depends on the
size of Tx/Rx UCA and the distance between the two. However, the
geometric relationship between the two UCAs, as well as the
frequency, also plays an important role.

When we consider not only the limits of the number of UCA
antenna elements but also the limits of transmission distance,
transmitter size, and receiver size, the practical DoF of the UCA-
OAM system is denoted as Q, the transmitted OAM modal set is
denoted as U, and the expressions of Q and U are given as

Q � min M,NOAM{ }, (13)
U � A ∩ B, (14)

where Q ≤ M.

2.3 Channel model

The receive signal of UCA-OAM systems is expressed as
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y � Hs + n, (15)
where s ∈ CM×1 is the complex transmitted vector, y ∈ CN×1 is the
complex received vector, n ∈ CN×1 is the complex additive white
Gaussian noise vector at the receiver, and H ∈ CN×M is the complex
channel matrix.

The distance between the mth antenna element of Tx UCA and
the nth antenna element of Rx UCA can be expressed as [38]

d2
n,m � R2

T + R2
R +D2 − 2RTRR. cos φm − ϕn( ), (16)

where ϕn represents the azimuthal angle of Rx UCA corresponding
to the nth antenna, and the expression is given as

ϕn �
2π n − 1( )

N
. (17)

According to
�����
1 − x

√
≈ 1 − x

2, Eq. 15 can be rewritten as

dn,m �
��������������������
1 − 2RTRR cos φm − ϕn( )

R2
T + R2

R +D2

√ �����������
R2
T + R2

R +D2
√

≈
�����������
R2
T + R2

R +D2
√

1 − RTRR cos φm − ϕn( )
R2
T + R2

R +D2[ ]
�

�����������
R2
T + R2

R +D2
√

− RTRR cos φm − ϕn( )�����������
R2
T + R2

R +D2
√

. (18)

We define hn;l as the channel gain for the lth OAM mode
corresponding to Tx UCA and the nth antenna element at Rx
UCA. By superimposing the signals of all antenna elements at Tx
UCA, the expression of hn;l is given as

hn;l � ∑M
m�1

αλe−i
2π
λ

�������
D2+R2

T+R2
R

√

4πD
��
M

√ eilφm

× exp
i2πRTRR

λ
�����������
D2 + R2

T + R2
R

√ cos φm − ϕn( )⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (19)

where α is the combination of attenuation and phase rotation error
caused by transmitter and receiver modes. Exploiting Bessel
function expressions for simplification, we can approximate hn;l
as follows:

hn;l � ∑M
m�1

αλe−i
2π
λ

�������
D2+R2

T+R2
R

√

4πD
��
M

√ eilφm

× exp
i2πRTRR

λ
�����������
D2 + R2

T + R2
R

√ cos φm − ϕn( )⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
≈
αλ

��
M

√
e−i

2π
λ

�������
D2+R2

T+R2
R

√
eilϕn

4πD −i( )l

× Jl
2πRTRR

λ
�����������
D2 + R2

T + R2
R

√⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠,

(20)

where Jl(x) � (−i)l
2π ∫2π

0
eilτejx cos τdτ.

We define channel gain without phase factors as hl, and hl can be
expressed as

hl � αλ
��
M

√
e−i

2π
λ

�������
D2+R2

T+R2
R

√

4πD −i( )l Jl
2πRTRR

λ
�����������
D2 + R2

T + R2
R

√⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠. (21)

2.3.1 The full-rank channel matrix
When we only consider the UCA-OAM system with the FRC

matrix, the transmitted OAM modal set is A � {l ∈ Z|2−M2 ≤ l≤ M
2 }.

At this time, the channel matrixHF ∈ CN×M under the non-singular
condition can be expressed as

HF �

h1,2−M2 h1,2−M2 +1 . . . h1,M2

h2,2−M2 h2,2−M2 +1 . . . h2,M2

..

. ..
.

1 ..
.

hN,2−M2 hN,2−M2 +1 . . . hN,M2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (22)

2.3.2 The deficient-rank channel matrix
When we consider the UCA-OAM system with the DRCmatrix,

the transmitted OAMmodal set isU � l ∈ Z||l| + 1≤Kmax{ }. At this
time, the channel matrix HDF ∈ CN×M may not be under the non-
singular condition and can be expressed as

HDF � ~HN×Q O( )
N×M

, (23)
where

~HN×Q �
h1,1−Kmax h1,2−Kmax / h1,Kmax−1
h2,1−Kmax h2,2−Kmax / h2,Kmax−1

..

. ..
.

1 ..
.

hN,1−Kmax hN,2−Kmax / hN,Kmax−1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (24)

2.4 Channel capacity

In this section, the corresponding capacity derivation is
developed according to Shannon’s continuous channel capacity
formula.

The signal S(t) related to the OAM mode l is transmitted by Tx
UCA. When we consider the UCA-OAM system with the FRC
matrix, the signal yF,n is received by the nth antenna element of Rx
UCA. When we consider the UCA-OAM system with the DRC
matrix, the signal yDF,n is received by the nth antenna element of Rx
UCA. These expressions are, respectively, given as

yF,n � ∑
l∈A

hlS t( )eilϕn + zn, (25)

yDF,n � ∑
l∈B

hlS t( )eilϕn + zn, (26)

where zn is the additive Gaussian white noise with zero mean and
variances σ2.

The ultimate channel capacity of the UCA-OAM system with
the FRC matrix and that with the DRC matrix are, respectively,
expressed as

CF � log2 1 + P HF| |2
σ2

( ) � ∑
l∈A

log2 1 + Pλ2F,l
Mσ2

( ), (27)

CDF � log2 1 + P HDF| |2
σ2

( ) � ∑
l∈U

log2 1 + Pλ2DF,l

Qσ2
( ), (28)
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where λF,l represent the eigenvalues of the channel matrices HF. P
represents the transmit power of Tx UCA, and λDF,l represent the
eigenvalues of the channel matrices HDF.

3 Simulation results

This section evaluates the channel capacity performance of the
UCA-OAM system with the DRC matrix. The default simulation
parameters are configured as follows: the transmission frequency is
28 GHz, and the transmission distance between the transmitter and
receiver is D = 10 m [39]. For the ease of exposition, different OAM
modes have the same total transmit SNR, i.e., SNR = 40 dB. In our
simulations, α = 121 (except for Figure 6). When M = N = 4, the
transmitted OAMmodal set U is defined as L1; whenM = N = 8, the
transmitted OAM modal set U is defined as L2; and when M = N =
16, the transmitted OAMmodal setU is defined as L3. Table 1 shows
the transmitted OAM modal set U with different UCA radii at a
transmission frequency of 28 GHz and a transmission distance of
10 m, which are selected to meet the practical DoF of the UCA-
OAM system according to Eq. 6.

Figure 2 shows the DoF of UCA-OAM systems with respect to
the transmission distance for different transmitter and receiver sizes.
As shown in Figure 2, we can observe that the DoF value of the
UCA-OAM system decreases with the increase in the transmission
distance. In addition, we can observe that the DoF value of the UCA-
OAM system is highest when the transmission distance is 10 m and
the transmitter and receiver sizes are 0.5 m and 0.8 m, respectively.
Moreover, we also observe that the OAM-DoF value with RTX =
0.4 m and RRX = 0.4 m is the same as the OAM-DoF value with
RTX = 0.5 m and RRX = 0.4 m.

Figure 3 shows the DoF of UCA-OAM systems with respect to
the transmission distance for different transmission frequencies
(transmitter and receiver sizes are RTX = 0.4 m and RRX = 0.8 m,
respectively). As shown in Figure 3, we can observe that the DoF
value of the UCA-OAM system decreases with the increase in the
transmission distance (except for f = 300 GHz). In addition, we can
observe that with an identical distance, the DoF value of f = 28 GHz
is lowest when the transmission distance increases. For example,
when the transmission distance is 40 m, the DoF value of f = 28 GHz
is 3, the DoF value of f = 100 GHz is 13, and the DoF value of f =
300 GHz is 16. It is confirmed that the frequency plays an important
role in practical DoF. Moreover, we also observe that the DoF value
of f = 300 GHz is fixed when the transmission distance is in the range
of 10–100 m.

Figure 4 shows the capacities of the UCA-OAM system with
respect to the transmission SNR when considering the DRC
matrix (case 1) and FRC matrix (case 2). It can be seen from
Figure 4 that the capacity of UCA-OAM systems increases with
the increase in the transmission SNR. Figure 4A depicts the
capacities of UCA-OAM systems with the DRC matrix and
FRC matrix when the waterfilling power allocation is
employed. As shown in Figure 4A, the UCA-OAM system
with 16 (M = 8, 4) transmission antennas and considering the
FRC matrix always has higher capacity than the UCA-OAM
system with 16 transmission antennas and considering the DRC
matrix. Taking SNR = 40 dB as an example, the capacity of the
UCA-OAM system with 16 transmission antennas and
considering the FRC matrix s is 12.4487 bits/s/Hz, while the
capacity of the UCA-OAM system with 16 transmission
antennas and considering the DRC matrix is 3.95647 bits/s/
Hz. Figure 4B shows the capacities of UCA-OAM systems
considering the DRC matrix and FRC matrix when the equal
power allocation is employed. Moreover, compared with Figures
4A, B, we find that with an identical SNR, the UCA-OAM system
using waterfilling power allocation has higher capacity than that
using equal power allocation. For example, when SNR = 40 dB,
the capacity of the UCA-OAM system with 16 transmission
antennas and using waterfilling power allocation is
12.4487 bits/s/Hz, while the capacity of the UCA-OAM system
with 16 transmission antennas and using equal power allocation
is 9.15399 bits/s/Hz.

Figure 5 illustrates the impact of the radii of the receiving
antenna and transmission antenna on the channel capacity
performance considering the DRC matrix. It can be seen from
Figure 5 that the capacity of UCA-OAM systems increases with
the increase in the transmission SNR. As expected, the UCA-
OAM system with 16 transmission antennas has higher capacity
than that with eight transmission antennas when the
transmission SNR and the radii of the receiving antenna and
transmission antenna are fixed. In addition, the radii of the
receiving antenna and transmission antenna have a critical
impact on the channel capacity performance considering the
DRC matrix. We can observe that at low to medium transmission
SNR, low radii of the receiving antenna and transmission antenna
result in a better channel capacity performance than higher radii
of the receiving antenna and transmission antenna. For example,
when SNR = 35 dB and M = N = 16, the capacity of RTX = 0.4 m
and RRX = 0.4 m is 2.66 bits/s/Hz, while the capacity of RTX =
0.5 m and RRX = 0.4 m is 2.10 bits/s/Hz. Moreover, we can also
observe that at high transmission SNR = 45 dB and M = N = 16,
the capacity of RTX = 0.4 m and RRX = 0.8 m is 14.5751 bits/s/Hz,
while the capacity of RTX = 0.5 m and RRX = 0.8 m is 12.17 bits/s/
Hz. This means that one can seek to transmit and receive UCA
radii parameters that achieve the highest possible channel
capacity performance given a set of constraints.

Figure 6 shows the impact of the transmission distance on the
channel capacity performance with RTX = 0.4 m, RRX = 0.8 m, and
M =N = 16. As shown in Figure 6, when the transmission distance is
lower than 30 m and higher than 50 m, the channel capacity of
UCA-OAM systems with the DRC matrix decreases with the
increase in the distance. Moreover, we find that when the
transmission distance is equal to 40 m, the channel capacity of

TABLE 1 Transmitted OAM modal set U with different UCA radii.

UCA radius Transmitted OAM modal set U

RTX = 0.4m and
RRX = 0.4m

L1 = [−1, 0, 1] L2 = [−1, 0, 1] L3 = [−1, 0, 1]

RTX = 0.4m and
RRX = 0.8m

L1 = [−1, 0, 1, 2] L2 = [−3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4] L3 =
[−7, −6, −5, −4, −3, −2, −1, 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7]

RTX = 0.5m and
RRX = 0.4m

L1 = [−1, 0, 1] L2 = [−1, 0, 1] L3 = [−1, 0, 1]

RTX = 0.5m and
RRX = 0.8m

L1 = [−1, 0, 1, 2] L2 = [−3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4] L3 =
[−7, −6, −5, −4, −3, −2, −1,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8]
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UCA-OAM systems with the DRC matrix is 1.7108 bits/s/Hz, while
when the transmission distance is equal to 30 m, the channel
capacity of UCA-OAM systems with the DRC matrix is
1.6516 bits/s/Hz. This occurs because when the transmission
distance is 40 m and the total transmission SNR is fixed, the

number of OAM modes transmitted decreases, and the average
power allocated amongst different OAM modes increases. In
addition, the channel capacity performance of UCA-OAM
systems with the FRC matrix decreases when the transmission
distance increases. Comparing the channel capacity of UCA-

FIGURE 2
DoF versus transmission distance with p = 0, ω(0) = ω(0)opt, and M = N = 16.

FIGURE 3
DoF versus transmission distance with p = 0, ω(0) = ω(0)opt, and M = N = 16.
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OAM systems with the DRC matrix with that with the FRC matrix,
we can conclude that the practical UCA-OAM system, which is
usually limited by the size of transmitter, receiver, and propagation
distances, is different from the ideal UCA-OAM system which only
considers the influence of the number of UCA array elements in
channel capacity performance.

Figure 7 shows the impact of the transmission SNR on the
channel capacity performance with RTX = 0.4m, RRX = 0.4 m, and

M = N = 16 for different frequencies. The transmitted OAM modal
set L3 for different frequencies is shown in Table 2, which are
selected to meet the practical DoF of the UCA-OAM system
according to Eq. 6. Figure 7A illustrates the channel capacity
performance of UCA-OAM systems with the DRC matrix with
respect to the transmission SNR. As expected, the channel capacity
performance of the UCA-OAM systems with the DRC matrix
increases with the increase in the transmission SNR when the

FIGURE 4
Channel capacity versus SNR considering the DRC matrix (case 1) and FRC matrix (case 2). (A) Waterfilling power allocation. (B) Equal power
allocation.
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transmission frequency is fixed. In addition, when the transmission
SNR is lower than 42.5 dB and transmission frequency is fixed, the
channel capacity performance of the UCA-OAM systems with the

DRC matrix decreases with the increase in the transmission
frequency. However, when the transmission SNR is larger than
or equal to 42.5 dB, the UCA-OAM system with the transmission

FIGURE 5
Channel capacity versus SNR for different UCA radii.

FIGURE 6
Channel capacity versus transmission distance with RTX = 0.4 m and RRX = 0.8 m.
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frequency f = 100 GHz achieves the highest capacity compared with
the UCA-OAM system with the transmission frequency f = 28 GHz
and the UCA-OAM system with the transmission frequency f =
300 GHz. The channel capacity performance of the UCA-OAM
systems with the FRC matrix with respect to the transmission SNR
for different transmission frequencies is depicted in Figure 7B. The
trend in Figure 7B can be intuitively explained that the channel
capacity performance of the UCA-OAM systems with the FRC

matrix is increased when the transmission SNR increases.
Moreover, the channel capacity performance of the UCA-OAM
systems with the FRC matrix increases with the decrease in the
transmission frequency when the transmission SNR is fixed.
Comparing Figure 7A with Figure 7B, we can conclude that the
frequency factor has a deeper impact on the capacity performance of
UCA-OAM systems with the DRC matrix than on the capacity
performance of UCA-OAM systems with the FRC matrix.

FIGURE 7
Channel capacity versus SNR for different frequencies. (A) UCA-OAM system with the DRC matrix. (B) UCA-OAM system with the FRC matrix.
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4 Conclusion

Exploiting the practical DoF of the UCA-OAM system affected
by transmission distance and the radii of the receiving antenna and
transmission antenna, a novel capacity of UCA-OAM systems with
the DRC matrix is first proposed in this paper. For simplicity, we
focus on the DoF of the OAM beams represented by an LG beam
based on the order of the Laguerre polynomial p = 0. Moreover, we
derive the closed forms of the DRCmatrix and capacity for the DRC
matrix. The results of numerical simulations indicate that the
practical UCA-OAM systems with the DRC matrix are different
from the ideal UCA-OAM systems with the FRC matrix in capacity
performance. Compared with the UCA-OAM systems with the FRC
matrix, the transmission distance factor has a deeper impact on the
practical UCA-OAM systems with the DRCmatrix. Moreover, when
the practical transmission factors including transmission distance
and the radii of the receiving antenna and transmission antenna are
considered, the UCA-OAM communication system with the DRC
matrix has less capacity than that with the FRC matrix. The
analytical results demonstrate that it is suitable for mass
production and supports point-to-point LOS communication
scenarios such as mobile backhaul and intra-data center
interconnection. The proposed methodology of calculating the
DoF and channel capacity of the OAM wireless communication
link is limited not only by the divergence of the beam and physical
sizes of the transmitter and receiver but also by the atmospheric
turbulence. In addition, it is a challenge to perfectly align the
transmission and receiving antenna arrays in the implementation

of the UCA-OAM systems with the DRCmatrix. In the future work,
the atmospheric turbulence and antenna array misalignment factors
are still needed to be further investigated for the UCA-OAM systems
with the DRC matrix.
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